
Bodyguard 1431 

Chapter 1431: First Impression of House Zhao 

 

Li Cihua nodded and went to get Zhao Qibing out from the room. 

Dad, you are here?” Even Zhao Qibing was surprised to see his father here. 

“En…” Zhao Guangyin nodded, “Qibing, now, bring that item with you, we are going back to House Zhao 

together now!” 

There were many people in the bar now, so to avoid being eavesdropped on, Zhao Guangyin refused to 

mention the three words. 

“Okay!” Zhao Qibing nodded, “This item is right here, we can go now?” 

“Let’s go!” Zhao Guangyin knew that Zhao Qibing’s legs were broken from the beginning but looking at 

his own child in a wheelchair now made him emotional. He walked behind Zhao Qibing and personally 

pushed him out of the bar, “Cihua, I’ll leave the everything here to you!” 

“Boss, don’t worry, I’ll do my best here when Master Bing is not around!” Li Cihua quickly nodded. 

“En, but remember in this very period, we must stay low, don’t mess up again!” Zhao Guangyin ordered, 

“There’s a saying, “Compromising will make a conflict much easier to resolve,” The old master will have 

to be isolated very soon, we shall prioritize on this and not create any problems for him!” 

‘Yes, boss!” Li Cihua’s face became solemn. It seemed like the day of the old master breaking through 

the sky division was finally here. Once the old master became a sky class master, House Zhao’s overall 

strength would be dramatically increased. In the meantime, it would be best for them to stay as low as 

possible! 

Zhao Guangyin nodded and left the bar with Elder Bi and his son. 

Upon reaching the car, Elder Bi took the chance to lift Zhao Qibing up from the wheelchair and place him 

in the back seat of the car while he went went back to the passenger seat. 

The reasons behind his action were because of Zhao Guangyin being the future master of House Zhao. 

Second, Zhao Qibing was considered an important figure now because of his contribution. If this pill was 

the real thing, his position in the house would definitely be upgraded, he could even end up being the 

next successor of House Zhao! 

To avoid any unwanted incidents, Zhao Guanngyin ordered the driver to return House Zhao immediately 

without any delay. 

“Qibing, let me introduce you, this is Elder Bi. He is your grandfather’s housekeeper and also our House 

Zhao’s previous housekeeper,” Zhao Guangyin introduced, “You can call him Grandpa Bi.” 

“Yes, dad!” Zhao Qibing replied and greeted with all due respect, “Grandpa Bi, nice to meet you! Thank 

you very much for lifting me up just then!” 



“Hehe, young master, this kid isn’t half bad, he knows manners!” Elder Bi smiled and nodded. 

Zhao Guangyin was put in an awkward position- he knew what Elder Bi was mentioning, his other son 

was cocky and had no manners but no one could bear to blame him. Being the first grandchild of House 

Zhao and the son of the current master cultivated his arrogance. 

Especially when he was at his rebellious age and did not know the immensity of heaven and earth. 

Meanwhile, Zhao Qibing received a compliment from Elder Bi! 

How unpresentable was Zhao Qibing’s true nature, only Zhao Guangyin himself knew. The only 

difference between this son and his other son was that Zhao Qibing knew to show a little more manner 

in front of the elders! 

But of course, Zhao Guangyin wouldn’t expose his son’s secret to Elder Bi. He might be the current 

master of House Zhao now but Elder Bi was closer to his nephew instead of his son. Being the senior 

member of House Zhao, his opinion and perspective was the upmost important in the next selection of 

the new head of House Zhao! 

Now that Elder Bi had taken a liking to Zhao Qibing, this made Zhao Guangyin pretty pleased! 

“Grandpa Bi, you flatter me! Knowing manners is an excellent traditional value,” Zhao Qibing replied 

humbly, “But I have not seen the world, and do not know the rules much. I hope Elder Bi won’t blame 

me and guide me when I meet grandpa later!” 

“Naturally, just stick to grandpa Bi later, I’ll cover you!” Elder Bi was delighted to hear that from Zhao 

Qibing. 

The whole journey back to House Zhao was silent. Zhao Qibing, and Elder Yu finally relaxed when they 

arrived at the manor. This pill was extremely important so they were afraid that something might 

happen on their way back to House Zhao but it seemed like House Yu hadn’t noticed something was up 

yet. 

The car could only reach the carpark of the manor. The path to enter the house was narrow and not 

suitable for cars so all of them had to walk inside while Zhao Qibing had to still be in his wheelchair. 

Zhao Qibing was stunned by the view of the manor, so this was House Zhao? If he could stay here and 

be a part of the Zhaos, how nice would it be? Zhao Qibing took in a deep breath and decided to seize 

any opportunity given to him! 

If he could become the head of House Zhao one day, Lin Yi and Er Goudan would be nothing but ants in 

front of him! 

“Guangyin, this…” Zhao Guangyin couldn’t believe that his wife, Yu Xiaojin just happened to be there- 

she was staring at Zhao Qibing with suspicion. It was obvious that his wife had already found out who 

the person was. 

He believed that with Yu Xiaojin’s connections, there was no way she hadn’t already obtained Zhao 

Qibing’s personal information. However, since Zhao Guangyin didn’t contact Zhao Qibing all these years 

and Master Zhao forbade Zhao Qibing from returning House Zhao- Yu Xiaojin chose to turn a blind eye. 



However, this time, Zhao Guangyin brought this bastard back home in the public daylight- this made Yu 

Xiaojin uncomfortable! 

“Xiaojin, this is….. Zhao Qibing…. I believe you already know about him…. so I won’t do an 

introduction…” Zhao Guangyin became awkward all of a sudden and didn’t know how to explain. 

“Good! Guangyin, You really did it this time!” Yu Xiaojin smiled coldly, “I thought that you had given up 

this silly thought of yours all these years, but who knew that you would actually dare to bring him 

back?” 

“Madam, if you have something to say to the young master, leave it to the later!” Elder Bi stopped Yu 

Xiaojin coldly, “Master was the one who summoned Zhao Qibing here, and I’m bringing him to see the 

master now!” 

“What?” Yu Xiaojin questioned, startled. This was out of her expectation- Grandpa Zhao wanted to meet 

Zhao Qibing? Previously she thought that Zhao Guangyin was brought Zhao Qibing here to convince 

Elder Bi to support him in persuading his dad to allow him to come home. But who knew that she was 

wrong. 

“Xiaojin, my father wants to meet Qibing. We’ll talk about this later, okay?” Zhao Guangyin became 

braver after knowing that his father would be breaking through to the sky division soon. By that time, he 

didn’t have to care about his wife’s temper anymore as then, both House Yu and House Zhao would 

have a sky class master in the house! 

Chapter 1432: What Rewards Do You Want 

 

 “Oh… Okay…” Xiaojin said helplessly. The old elder Zhao had already voiced his intention, and there was 

nothing she could do- although she didn’t understand. Didn’t the old man always have a disliking for 

what Guanyin did when he was younger? Did he not dislike the bastard that he had fostered outside? 

This was also why Qibing was never brought home, because the old man didn’t support it in the first 

place- it was why Guangyin didn’t do anything! 

Her eyes were filled with confusion as she looked at the three leave. She felt that something must be 

up- she came from a hidden house, so naturally she wasn’t an idiot. Since this was something the old 

elder Zhao had ordered, she couldn’t just go and ask him- she would have to wait. 

“Qibing, when you meet your grandpa later you need to have manners- don’t say anything you shouldn’t 

say!” Guangyin warned Qibing as they neared the old man’s villa entreance. 

“Don’t worry dad, I won’t,” Qibing nodded carefully. 

Elder Bi had already went ahead and informed Old Zhao, and came back soon after, “Young head, 

Qibing, the head of the house asks for us to enter together!” 

Now, Qibing still hadn’t received the approval of the old man yet, so Elder Bi didn’t use a proper title for 

Qibing yet. He would have to call him Master Bing when that happened! No matter how high his status 

was, he was just manager in a high position of House Zhao- he still had to follow the rules. 



Guangyin nodded and brought Qibing into the villa together. This was the first time he met the old man, 

having only met Guanyin before in the past. 

The old man in white robes gave off an immense pressure, to the point where Qibing couldn’t look him 

directly in the eye. Fortunately, he was in a wheelchair and so had something to hold onto. He would’ve 

been much more nervous otherwise. 

“Qibing is it? Raise your head, let grandpa have a look at you!” Old Elder Zhao sighed slightly when he 

saw how grown up Qibing already was. It was the first time he had seen him after so long, having only 

seen pictures before this. 

“Yes, grandfather!” Qibing raised his head respectfully, “Please forgive me, grandfather, I can’t stand up 

to greet you, my legs haven’t healed yet…” 

“It’s alright,” Old Zhao waved his hand. Evidently, he wasn’t giving Qibing the respect that Elder Bi was 

willing to give. He had less of an understanding towards him compared to Elder Bi, and he also that on 

the outside, the kid was a bit of a wild one, so who knew whether this respectful look he was showing 

now was real or not? 

“I hear you’ve acquired a qi gathering pill?” 

“Yes, grandfather, it’s here!” Qibing carefully took out the small bottle with the pill inside, using both his 

hands to hold it in front of him, “I have never met you before, grandfather, but I’ve always thought of 

you- so when I heard House Yu’s Yu Shuixing had this pill on him, I tried everything I could to get it to 

you, grandfather!” 

“Lil Bi, have you checked the pill?” Old Zhao said. 

“No, neither the head nor I have touched the pill. We were waiting for you to take a look yourself!” 

Elder Bi said carefully. 

After all, Elder Bi was an Earth class late phase peak as well, with only one step away until Sky class. 

Because of that, he had to be careful and leave the pill alone- otherwise, if it were to be fake, there was 

a chance that people might suspect him of swapping it away. 

“Bring it here then,” Old Zhao nodded. He knew what Elder Bi was thinking, and after all these years he 

had strong trust in him already. All these years, he always gave the treasures for him to use first. 

“Yes!” Guangyin took Qibing’s pill and gave it to the old man. 

He took the pill, excited at the small bottle. Taking a deep breath, the old man opened it carefuly and 

sniffed it- his eyes had a flare of joy, “This is it! This should be the qi gathering pill!” 

Old Zhao was on the verge of breaking through, and as a result had done extensive studies on the pill. 

He had been searching everywhere for it, and was well aware of how it looked and how it smelled- one 

look was already enough to confirm it was real! 

“So it is the pill!” Old Zhao stood up all of a sudden as he looked at Qibing gratefully, “Haha, I didn’t 

expect this, what a surprise! With so many capable people in House Zhao, using all their resources to 

look for this pill- in the end it was the bastard of House Zhao that found it, and I never even mentioned it 



to him! He had the heart to get it all himself! You all take a look, Guangyin, take a look! What a 

marvellous grandchild!” 

It was only natural for the old man to be this excited and happy- this was something he had spent a long 

time looking for, an insane treasure- Qibing had done a powerful deed for House Zhao! There was no 

one who could match his feat! 

“Thank you, Grandfather! I might be a bastard, and I might’ve grown up in the common world, but I 

have always been careful- I’m a family member of the Zhaos, so I would do anything for House Zhao, it’s 

my responsibility as well! This was what I was supposed to do, there’s no need for praise!” Qibing said 

respectfully. 

“Good, very good!” Old Zhao said, finally giving his approval, “Good, indeed! What reward do you want? 

Tell me, as long as I can manage it, I’ll give the promise!” 

Qibing froze in excitement as he heard the words- he wanted to be the heir, the future head of the 

house, but naturally this wasn’t something he could say, he would be an idiot if he did. Grandpa was 

only saying that as courtesy, if he really were to say something like that it would be just too arrogant. 

Even if his grandpa didn’t say anything to him to his face after that, there was no way he would like him. 

In the end, he wouldn’t even become the heir. 

And so, he made sure to look shocked, “I’ve said it already, this is the least I could do! I didn’t do it for a 

reward- this was all what should be expected of me.” 

“Haha!” Old Zhao started laughing, “You really don’t want anything? Just say it. If you wanted to be a 

practitioner, or if you wanted to come back to House Zhao, or maybe… to be brought up as the next 

heir?” 

Old Zhao’s words were heavy- this made Qibing tempted, but he knew that this was most likely a test. 

The two things he mentioned first would be granted if he wanted it, but the last one about being the 

heir… Qibing knew that if he really said yes to that reward, the pill would be as good as wasted, his 

efforts would’ve been wasted! 

Chapter 1433: According to Plan 

 

 “Can… Can I really ask for anything? Will you grant me anything I ask for, grandfather?” Qibing said after 

some hesitation, pretending to look greddy for a second. 

“Naturally, I’ll keep my promise!” Looking at his face, Old Zhao had a trace of disappointment in his 

eyes. He thought that the bastard who grew up in the common world may be a little bit special, but who 

knew? Under the promise of wishes, the man showed his true colors! However, this was also the man 

who achieved a great feat for the sake of their hosue- as long as he made a wish, he would have to fulfill 

it. This not only mattered in terms of his reputation, it was also something he had to do for the sake of 

how other people saw him. Anyone who contributed to House Zhao must be rewarded! 

“Then… I’ll make a request that might be outrageous!” Qibing gritted his teeth, as if he was about to say 

something big after thinking it over repeatedly. 



“Speak.” Old Zhao didn’t feel pleased, but he didn’t show that on the outside. 

“Grandpa… I know that this is a bit unreasonable, but I must say it!” Qibing said, “Grandpa, I hope that 

you will be able to give me a nerve opening elixir, please grant me this request!” 

“Huh?” Old Zhao paused- he thought that Qibing would ask to be the next heir. He would, of course, say 

yes, but that would also mean that he would have seen the true colors of Qibing. If he didn’t have any 

other achievements in the future, he could always just kick him out. 

But the guy was asking for a nerve opening pill! It might be an expensive one, but it wasn’t like Qibing 

could use it, could he? This was something that was only used by practitioners when all their nerves 

were destroyed- not only was Qibing not a practitioner, he didn’t even have nerve damage. Why would 

he need this? 

“I know that the elixir is really expensive…” Qibing said disappointedly once he saw the shock on his 

grandpa’s face. 

“You want a nerve opening elixir?” Old Zhao was confused, “It may be expensive, but compared to a pi 

gathering pill, it’s an absolute world of difference. I’m just curious- why do you need this pill?” 

“Well, this is what happened. Uncle Zhu is one of my men, and he risked his life to protect me. All his 

nerves were destroyed by that Lin Yi, and now he has fallen from Mystic to Golden class… I don’t want 

to see him lose his strength just like that, so I hope to get him a pill so that he can practition again!” 

Qibing said. 

“Oh? Is that why?” Old Zhao was completely surprised- he never expected for Qibing to ask for a pill for 

Uncle Zhu! A chance like this, where Qibing could ask for anything big… And he gave it to someone else! 

This made Old Zhao completely re-evaluate him- he might really have misjudged his grandson! This was 

a man of loyalty and friendship! 

From looking for the pill and asking for the elixir for Uncle Zhu- this was enough proof of his selflessness, 

and it really moved Old Zhao! The bastard who grew up in the common world really was different! 

“Yes! I hope you will grant me this request, grandpa!” Qibing said solemnly. 

“Alright! I will grant this request! But this is something that we should do in the first place- lil’ Zhu is your 

follower which means that he is mine as well- giving him this pill is the least we could do to take 

responsibility!” Elder Zhao nodded, “This one doesn’t count- if there is anything else you want, do say 

it!” 

This time, he really did want Qibing to make another request- after all, with the sheer power of his 

contribution to the house, the old man, himself, would feel guilty if he didn’t ask for anything! 

“Bu, grandpa, I really don’t have any other requests…” Qibing said after some thought, shaking his head. 

“Qibing, do you want to become a practitioner?” Elder Bi said suddenly. 

“That’s… Of course I want to, but I’ve already passed the age for when it is best to become a 

practitioner, it’s too late for me…” Qibing smiled bitterly. 



“That is fine- since you’ve heard of nerve opening pills and qi gathering pills, you should be aware of a 

pill called the foundation pill- it can change your nerves and bone structure, allowing you to step onto 

path of practitioning!” Elder Bi turned to Old Zhao, “Head of the house, I have a request- I’d like to take 

Qibing as my disciple, please grant me this request!” 

“Oh? Lil Bi, you’re willing to take on a disciple now? This is a surprise- with so many people wanting to 

be under your mentorship, you’ve rejected them all, only to bring this up yourself?” Old Zhao looked at 

him, shocked. 

“Zhao Qibing is a man of good nature- with his contribution to House Zhao, he is exactly what I’m 

looking for in a disciple!” Elder Bi said. 

“Since that is the case, I’ll make a decision for Qibing here- and let Qibing follow you in the arts of 

practitioning!” OLd Zhao nodded, although feeling a bit shocked. Old Zhao didn’t say who would be the 

next heir, but Elder Bi’s attitude here was very important! 

Once he went into Sky class, he would go and pursue the higher Sky arts- this meant that all the major 

things regarding the house would fall on Zhao Guangyin and Elder Bi. Whoever Elder Bi liked, he would 

foster him into becoming the next heir- it seemed like Qibing was the one with the most hope! 

But he didn’t stop Elder Bi. Since Qibing was of Zhao blood, with an immense contribution along with a 

good nature- there was no reason for him to be temporarily raised by him. 

“Qibing, greet your shifu,” Guangyin was feeling conflicted as well, but was also overwhelmed with joy! 

Qibing was his son, and now that Elder Bi was taking him as student, that meant that Qibing’s status 

would keep going up. He could even have a chance at becoming the heir! 

“Greetings, shifu!” Qibing happily bent down to kneel, but his legs weren’t recovered yet, and it caused 

him to flip over the wheelchair and fall, almost breaking his skull! 

“No need for that, wait until you’ve healed!” Elder Bi said, very happy that Qibing was a respectful man 

towards his mentor as he helped him back to his chair with asmile. 

“Alright, Qibing, maybe you don’t understand the meaning of Lil’ Bi taking you as his student yet, but let 

Guangyin explain it to you later. I need to go into isolated practitioning now, you must work hard!” Old 

Zhao nodded to Qibing- he was getting excited to practition now. 

“Don’t worry, grandpa, I won’t let you or shifu down, I’ll try my best to practition, and one day, become 

Sky class like you, grandpa!” Qibing’s words essentially made it so that he was respecting his old man as 

a Sky class, even though he still hadn’t reached it yet. 

Chapter 1434: Yu Ning’s Worries 

 

 “Haha, good, very good!” Old Zhao was clearly very happy- he turned to Elder Bi and Guangyin, 

“Guangyin, lil’ Bi, I’ll let you two handle the house’s affairs for a while- I’ll need to be practitioning in 

isolation, and it might take a very long time. We must be careful during this period- don’t attract any 

trouble and just try to endure it first, and by the time I become Sky class, House Zhao will no longer 

needs to fear anyone!” 



“I understand, father, I’ve already instructed Li Cihua to be more reserved,” Guangyin nodded. 

With the approval of Old Zhao, Qibing naturally entered the Zhao house. While there were disapprovals 

expressed within the household, Elder Zhao was in isolated practitioning, so even if someone had 

something to say, there was nothing they could do. In the first place, Old Zhao’s decisions weren’t 

something for other people to question! 

Of course, putting that aside, there was also the fact that Elder Bi had taken Qibing on as his disciple- 

this was like a landmine to everyone’s ears, especially threateningly so to Yu Xiaojin! Qibing moving into 

the house, to be frank, wasn’t that big a deal- she would just be uncomfortable about it, but that was it. 

But Elder Bi taking him as his disciple was a very suggestive move- could it be that the old man was 

planning on raising him as the heir? 

Xiaojin exploded when Guangyin walked back into the room! She needed to know just what this Qibing 

was here for! 

“Zhao Guangyin! Speak, tell me- what are you planning, bringing that bastard home?!” Xiaojin was 

someone with a strong background, too, so there was no reason for her to be modest in the Zhao house, 

“Letting Elder Bi take him as disciple? You want him to be the next heir? That’s not possible, the heir 

must be a child of yours and mine!” 

Xiaojin wasn’t the type to go crazy like this, but this was way beyond her expectations. 

“Xiaojin, bringing Bing back was something done by father, not me, and Elder Bi was the one who took 

him as a disciple!” Guangyin said, “Don’t yell at me, I don’t know the insider information, but this isn’t 

some secret- if you don’t believe me you can go ask Elder Bi yourself! ALright, I’m tired, I’m going to 

rest!” 

Guangyin’s relationship had always been cold with Xiaojin- his relationship with her had never been very 

passionate, especially since he had played a countless amount of women before. Their marriage was 

also one not born of love either. He had been letting her win the past because House Zhao needed 

House Yu’s strength, but now that his father was soon to be Sky class, there was no reason for him to be 

like that anymore, they would be equals with the Yu’s soon! 

Plus, there really wasn’t much he could say about Qibing’s stuff, either, since the elixir was taken from a 

man of the Yu house! Speaking too much would give away some information, so Guangyin decided to 

just keep silent! 

Xiaojin evidently wasn’t expecting this attitude from him as she was also someone from a big house! She 

knew that something was up, something didn’t make sense! Since Guangyin didn’t bother explaining to 

her, she wouldn’t argue with him, since that would only make things more difficult and awkward! 

What she decided to do instead, was give her elder brother a call- her father was always in isolated 

practitioning, and was something of a god that protected House Yu. He wouldn’t leave isolation easily, 

and it was her brother Yu Xiaochen that made all the decisions for their house. 

“Hello?” It was a young girl’s voice. 



“Ning? Is that you? I’m your aunt!” Xiaojin could hear that it was Yu Ning- she smiled, “Is your father 

there, I need to talk to him.” 

“Wait a second, auntie, dad is talking with his men- I’ll tell him to call you back later?” Yu NIng asked. 

“That’s fine. Tell him to call me later then, tell him he has to call my handphone, not my house phone!” 

Xiaojin said. 

“Alright,” Yu Ning was confused- did something happen over there at the Zhao house? She stopped her 

thoughts there though, since she didn’t want to get involved in the stuff between houses, nor did she 

want to carry the burdens of House Yu, she just wanted to be a normal girl… 

“Ning, who called?” A boy around the same age as Yu Ning walked over. 

“Brother, it’s auntie, she’s looking for dad…” Yu Ning said, “Since you’re here, I’ll go back first- you tell 

dad later.” 

“Alright,” Yu Ning’s brother smiled bitterly, “Going to draw?” 

“Not now,” Yu Ning shook her head, “No leads on him yet?” 

“There is, but… Some things can’e really be said…” Yu Ning didn’t say who the person was, but her 

brother knew- it was Lin Yi. In the past, there was no info on the man, but now there was plenty of it, 

though he didn’t know how to start telling her about it. 

Lin Yi actually went and became enemies with the common house Yu, and so naturally House Yu would 

stand behind the common House Yu, there was nothing to be said about that. As a result, he was 

worried that his sister would do something unreasonable, so he never told her the truth. 

As the next heir of House Yu, Yu Bing naturally had access to the information channel of House Yu, and 

the news surrounding Lin Yi was also becoming more and more abundant. This made him happy, but 

also put him in an extremely difficult position! 

He didn’t want House Yu to have conflicts with Lin Yi, no matter if it was from the perspective of a 

brother or from his sister’s perspective- he didn’t want House Yu to become Lin Yi’s enemy! 

But that wasn’t something he could decide- the head of the house was his father, Yu Xiaochen, and the 

common house Yu had been earning a lot of money for them. The hidden house Yu never respected 

them, but they couldn’t just leave them be when something happened to them. Otherwise, who else 

would earn money for House Yu? 

And so he kept trying to dampen the negative news regarding Lin Yi, letting his father put his focus on 

the qi gathering pill’s news. His father was already an Earth class late phase peak with only one step 

away from becoming Sky class- with that pill, it wouldn’t be a dream anymore. 

“Brother, you have his news? Then why aren’t you telling me?” Yu Ning said happily as she shook her 

brother’s arm, “Come on, tell me!” 

“He… Right now, he’s big enemies with the common House Yu….” Yu Bing sighed after a while, deciding 

to tell the truth. It wouldn’t be good to keep hiding it from her. 



Chapter 1435: Parting With Er Goudan 

 

 “Ah!” Yu said, shocked, “Then what should do? Can you try to mediate with them and settle things 

down a bit?” 

Yu Ning was both panicking and angry- this Lin Yi! He just had to choose the common House Yu to 

become enemies with, did he? Doing this would make things harder between him and her! She’d been 

trying to fight for the both of them all these years, and while there hadn’t been any results, there had 

been hope- if Lin Yi became enemies with House Yu even that hope will be gone! 

“I can’t…” Yu Bing smiled bitterly, “With the Common House Yu, one has already died and one was 

injured- their resentment towards Lin Yi is too grave, even us as the Hidden House Yu cannot really press 

down on this matter. We can’t even really leave them alone now, let alone telling them to stop wanting 

revenge!” 

“One dead and one injured-!” Yu Ning didn’t think Lin Yi would be this violent, killing one and injuring 

the other! This really wasn’t something they could sweep under the rug, not even for the hidden House 

Yu! 

Yu Ning understood that the hidden houses thought about stuff like profits, and as for personal 

relationships, that was only done under the context of profit as well. There was no way her house would 

stand on Lin Yi’s side this time, there was nothing she could do. 

“Sis, no need to worry- I’ll try to tell father to not meddle with this- then it’ll only be the common House 

Yu that’s going after Lin Yi- he should be able to handle it. He’s no idiot, either, messing with the 

common House Yu, he would know who he was dealing with, he’s not that dumb,” Yu Bing said. “It’s 

been so long, too, and the common House Yu still cannot do anything- this proves that.” 

“I guess that’s all we can do now- please, I’m counting on you, brother!” Yu Ning nodded, a little bit 

relieved. As long as the hidden house Yu doesn’t meddle in, Lin Yi shouldn’t be in much danger. 

“There’s no need for you to worry, I’ll do my best,” Yu BIng nodded. 

Meanwhile, in the House Yu meeting room, Yu Xiaochen was talking with Elder Yu Huoxing. 

“So you’re saying that, not only did you not find the qi gathering pill, you also didn’t find the personal 

refinement notes? Not only did you waste your time going there, you even got injured?” Xiaochen said 

as he looked at Huoxing. 

“Yes… master head… The tomb is way too dangerous, and the tombraiders even had infighting, with a 

lot of them dying, in the end no one entered the underground palace…” Elder Yu said carefully, not 

daring to say anything wrong in front of the head of the house. Xiaochen was also Earth class late phase 

peak, which was much stronger than Elder Yu! Plus, Elder Yu knew that he had messed up and was lying, 

too, so he was treading really carefully. 

“Trash!” Xiaochen said directly, “A simple mission, and look at what you’ve done! What utter trash!” 

Huoxing was not pleased in his heart. If it weren’t for the fact that the House Yu didn’t want to cure him, 

he wouldn’t have given out the pill! And if he did give them the pill, would they give him one billion for 



Yao Wang to save him? He would have been dead already! Huoxing understood very well how House Yu 

worked! 

This Yu Xiaochen was also a man who put heavy focus on money and profits. He was willing to spend 

one billion for a qi gathering pill, but spending one billion to cure him? That was completely impossible, 

so he decided to hide the complete truth. House Yu does not have anything to do with the tombraiders 

anyway, so if he kept quiet, nobody would know. 

House Zhao would keep quiet for sure, since they reaped the biggest reward- Huoxing was at least 

relieved on that part. 

“I’m sorry, master head, I’ll gladly take my punishment!” Huoxing knew that even though he didn’t 

complete the mission, it would also just mean that he did not achieve anything. Xiaochen wouldn’t do 

anything to him, and he would still be at the bottom of the hidden House Yu hierarchy, getting only a 

small amount of practitioner treasures. 

“So be it, you can leave- I’ll think of something else for the tomb!” Xoaochen said impatiently with a 

wave of his hand. As expected, he wasn’t punishing him, and was only frustrated- the pill he had been 

expecting for so long, the pill that finally had some leads to it- and in the end, nothing! This was like 

wrapping fresh hay around a horse’s neck- it could only see it but not eat it! 

“Yes…” Huoxing said, his heart tight. Xiaochen wouldn’t send soemone else to rob the grave, right? But 

even so, Huoxing remembered that powerful beast in the tomb, and was no longer worried. Without 

those tomb raiders, even a Sky class master would only be able to enter and not leave! 

Xiaochen looked at Elder Yu leave, his face dark as he waved his hand, and a close aide of his came by. 

He spoke quietly, “What are your commands, master head?” 

“Yu Liu, keep an eye on Yu Huoxing!” Xiaochen said. 

“Understood… Master head, you’re suspecting him of…?” Yu Liu said carefully. 

“That’s right- this old thing came from the common House Yu after all, we’re not really on the same side. 

I’m worried he’s keeping the stuff for his own use,” Xiaochen said, “Don’t let him catch you- just search 

in the shadows.” 

“Yes, master head!” Yu Liu said. He may be a lowly member of the house, but he was still Earth class 

middle phase peak, much stronger than Huoxing. He wouldn’t be noticed by him at all. 

Yu Yuanyuan didn’t hesitate when she got the call from Goudan- she decided to go back home with him 

to heal his injuries! Yu Ren and Yuanyuan’s mother didn’t want her to go, but since she had made up her 

mind, they could only tell her to take care of Jiaming, and give them a call when they arrived. 

“Our daughter’s all grown up!” Yu Ren said emotionally. 

“Dad, maybe you and mom can there too? I heard Zhou Jiaming say that it’s in the mountains, the air is 

great there and all,” Yuanyuan siad. 

“Haha, that sounds good- I’ll go there when I’m a couple of years older!” Yu Ren nodded- their daughter 

was going there already, there was no point for them to stay here. 



Miss Yu, on the other hand, had tears in her eyes. 

Lin Yi, Mengyao, Yushu, and Tang Yun were all here to say their goodbyes- they were quite touched by 

Goudan’s efforts these past few days, and while he may just be Lin Yi’s follower, they still had 

established some level of friendship during this time. 

“If you need anything, just come find me,” Lin Yi said to Yu Ren with a smile, “Uncle Yu, Er Goudan and I 

are brothers- just tell me if something’s wrong, as if you’re going straight to him.” 

“Thank you, I’ll keep it in mind…” Yu Ren nodded with a smile. He knew how powerful Lin Yi was- with 

someone like that on his side, he didn’t need to worry about anything. 

Chapter 1436: Dummy 

 

 “Boss, take care of your injuries! Boss Lin Yi and I will go visit you!” Chentian said melancholically as he 

sat in his wheelchair. 

“Haha, don’t worry about me- I’ll be fine once I go back!” Goudan said, trying his best to smile. 

Lin Yi nodded- Goudan was saying the truth- with his situation, all he needed to do was drink from the 

fountain. 

As the train arrived, Goudan and Yuyuan went thrpugh the ticket gate- only after they had left did 

everyone leave the train station. 

After sending Tang Yun home, Lin Yi went back with Mengyao, Yushu, and Chentian to the villa. 

“Shield Bro, did you find the Fire Spirit fruit? Can Xiaoxiao be saved? It feels like I haven’t seen her for so 

long, and I miss her quite a bit… Nobody plays with me anymore…” Yushu said with some longing. 

“No, but I did find info on the fruit. I’ll go get ready to find it after settling some things here,” Lin Yi said, 

“This process might take a bit long, so during this time you guys have to stay at home and take care of 

yourselves- no need to worry about the bodyguard thing, you have Wu Chentian. So you should be fine.” 

“But I don’t like him! He’s kind of a dummy,” Yushu said, feeling that Chentian wasn’t really the type of 

person she liked. 

“Shu, what are you saying!” Mengyao kicked Yushu before turning to Chentian, “I’m sorry, that’s just 

what Shu is like.” 

“It’s fine, not liking me is much better- I wouldn’t dare let her like me even if she did!” Chentian said as if 

it were the most natural thing. 

“…” Mengyao was a bit speechless. Shu was right, this person really was a bit of a dummy- he couldn’t 

tell that she was speaking up for him. 

“That pig in our house is called the Skybolt pig- with its help, I can find the Fire Spirit Fruit,” Lin Yi said, 

“There’s no need for you to worry about me, there shouldn’t be much danger during my search.” 



“That’s good,” Mengyao nodded. She didn’t want him to go, but she wouldn’t say anything to try to 

make him stay because of how her personality was. Another reason was that she had to let him go so 

that Xiaoxiao could be saved- it had to be done. 

“I’ll help Wu Chentian repair his wounds- call me if there’s something wrong,” Lin Yi said before entering 

the room with Chentian. 

“Yao Yao, Shield Bro’s leaving again, but I wanna go with him…” Yushu said hesitantly. 

“No way, you have to prepare for the final exams, they’re coming up,” Mengyao said, “Plus you can’t 

help him anyway, he’d still have to take care of you!” 

“Oh…” Yushu was a bit disappointed, but Mengyao was right. There wasn’t any help she could offer. 

Lin Yi went back to the room and looked at Chentian seriously, “I’m about to help heal your wounds, and 

then I’ll raise your strength level. But you’re a physical practitioner, and I’m not very good with that 

stuff. The most I can do is make some medicine to help with your body training. But I can help you 

become a spiritual practitioner if you want , and then you can just focus on the physical while supporting 

it with spiritual practitioning. This will make you stronger than most people at your level, and you can 

even fight people above your level!” 

“Ah?” Chentian froze- he couldn’t believe what he was hearing, “Lin Yi boss, what did you say? I feel like 

I misunderstood you, I didn’t hear clearly.” 

After all, the dream of all physical practitioners was that they could practition both physically and 

spiritually- since this would close the gap between them and the spiritual practitioners. They could also 

fight someone stronger than them, and it also meant that as you practition, regardless of whether it was 

the physical or spiritual one you went for, you would also improve the other at the same time! 

For example, if a physical practitioner reached Mystic first, breaking through to Mystic while spiritually 

practitioning would be much easier as feeling of the bottleneck wouldn’t be restricting him anymore! 

This was the same with spiritual practitioner- if he went through the bottleneck first, getting his physical 

strength through that bottleneck would be much easier! 

And a spiritual-physical practitioner early phase Mystic wouldn’t have much of a problem fighting a 

middle phase Mystic spiritual practitioner- the two would be at the same level! This was something as 

overpowered as Lin Yi’s personal practitioner’s arts, though Lin Yi’s was still a bit more overpowered. 

“The meridians on your ears are fine,” Lin Yi said after checking it, “So you didn’t hallucinate or 

anything- I don’t want to repeat the same thing twice. House Wu should have spiritual practitioning 

technique as well right?” 

“Spiritual… Yes!” Chentian said, realizing that Lin Yi was serious now that he brought up spiritual 

practitioning again. This meant that Lin Yi was really about to turn him into a spiritual-physical 

practitioner! 

Every physical practitioner’s sect or house had the existence of spiritual practitioning, and while that 

practitioner’s arts weren’t especially special, it was used to support their physical practitioning. The two 

sides were useful for each other. 



And this sort of common spiritual practitioner’s arts wasn’t a secret or anything, and usually the houses 

didn’t hide them- including House Wu. 

However, House Wu’s members were all focused on physical practitioning- they didn’t have the time to 

think about spiritual practitioning! 

Even though everyone knew that putting the spiritual practitioning into your routine would make you 

become more powerful, it only counted if you could practise it! House Wu only had Old Wu try spiritual 

practitioning once and he had given it up when there hadn’t been much results. 

And so, if House Wu’s strongest Wu Gonggao failed, it meant that other people couldn’t even hope to 

have a chance. 

Wu Chentian naturally tried before for a few days, but he was met with no progress. 

“You know a practitioner’s arts chant? You’ve tried before?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Yes, and I remember the chant, it’s just that I only felt a little bit of qi. The energy at my house’s place is 

too thin, and we don’t have any special spiritual rpactitioner’s elixirs or anything, so I gave up, “Chentian 

said honestly. 

“Alright, I’ll heal you first. Later, you’ll channel your practitioner’s arts and I’ll level you up, though at 

that instant, when you breakthrough, it will hurt a lot. Can you take it?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Ah? Breakthrough?” Chentian was thinking that even if Lin Yi could turn him into a spirutual 

practitioner, it would just be a matter of putting him on the path He wouldn’t even be strong enough to 

breakthrough into gold class- but it seemed like that was going to be happening very soon? Was he 

about to become a spiritual Golden class practitioner, like his strength back then as a physical 

practitioner? 

Chapter 1437: I’ll Upgrade Your Strength 

 

Wu Chengtian was overjoyed- wouldn’t he be unbeatable by that time? He was getting more and more 

fired up, “I’m was not afraid of suffering when I first started training my iron fist, things were worse than 

this- I had to put my fist into burning coal. This is nothing, trust me, Lin Yi boss, I can tough it out. As long 

as you can upgrade my strength, even killing me is fine!” 

“How can I upgrade your strength if you are dead….” Lin Yi was a little speechless- this guy’s mentality 

was really weird! However, Lin Yi didn’t comment on it and just nodded and held onto Wu Chengtian’s 

meridians! 

Wu Chengtian thought that Lin Yi was checking his pulse but in the next second, he felt an enormous 

amount of energy flowing into his body and the energy was healing his injuries! In a blink of an eye, 

some of his injuries were already healed- this was something out of his wildest imagination! 

“Ah!” Wu Chengtian widened his in surprise. He was born into a noble house, though he might not have 

gotten injured all the time but when he was injured, the house always had a private doctor there to 

treat his injuries. These doctors were way better than ordinary doctors in the hospital but he had never 

once witnessed Lin Yi’s way of treatment in his whole life! 



What was this called? The pulse touching healing method? It was Wu Chengtian’s first time experiencing 

it! 

But Wu Chengtian closed his mouth immediately after his exclamation. He saw that Lin Yi had his eyes 

shut, concentrating all his efforts in healing him, so he couldn’t disturb him now, could he? 

Time passed, and Wu Chengtian’s heart was still racing. He couldn’t believe how fast his injuries were 

healed! How long was this? It didn’t even take long and his injuries were almost fully recovered…. 

Suddenly, a thought came to Wu Chengtian’s mind. House Sun, was this House Sun’s healing arts? 

Wasn’t this one of his dreams? To have Sun Jingyi to treat his injuries when he became injured in the 

future? But how did Lin Yi know House Sun’s healing arts? 

But, there seemed to be something different? Although it looked like House Sun’s art, Lin Yi had treated 

many people, not just him, right? Naturally, Wu Chengtian had heard about Lin Yi’s medical prowess 

before. Initially, he thought that Lin Yi was a scammer- treating his aunt’s grandpa’s illness. But now, he 

realised that he was wrong. How was Lin Yi a scammer? It was he, himself, that was just too ignorant! 

Thinking until this point, Wu Chengtian blushed at his ignorance but luckily Lin Yi was forgiving- he had 

never mentioned that event at all. In fact, the reason why Lin Yi accepted him was because of his loyalty, 

if he hadn’t saved Tangyun that day, Lin Yi would have never accepted him this easily. 

What made Wu Chengtian even more impressed was that Lin Yi didn’t only heal his current injuries, he 

also treated his previous inner injuries from his training! Wu Chengtian wanted to shout for joy- his 

bosses were just too powerful, one was already strong, but the other was stronger than the other! 

No wonder even a person as herculean as Er Goudan had to call Lin Yi his boss! No one could deny this 

fact. 

“Start chanting your spiritual arts,” Lin Yi broke his silence. 

“Oh, okay!” Wu Chengtian was startled and replied quickly. He didn’t dare to waste Lin Yi’s time and 

chanted his spiritual arts! 

This time around, Wu Chengtian felt that Lin Yi was sending him a burst of thick pure qi. It entered his 

body, and as his chant was getting smoother and smoother, the pure qi continued to enter his body at 

full force! 

The reason why he stopped practising his spiritual arts was because the pure qi in the atmosphere was 

too thin and he couldn’t afford any treasures to take in pure qi externally. But things were different 

now, the pure qi Lin Yi was sending him seemed to be limitless. He was no longer limited by the amount 

of pure qi in this atmosphere, and his spiritual strength skyrocketed…. 

Even though he was amazed and excited, Wu Chengtian didn’t dare to slow things down nor did he dare 

to rest- he wasn’t willing to waste even a drop of pure qi. At this time, Chengtian was slightly panicked, 

wondering what would happen to Lin Yi. But since Lin Yi chose to do it, he would just feel sorry for Lin Yi 

if he didn’t accept his offer! Hence, he could only work harder to maintain the speed he was at now! 



Thinking more deeply, Wu Chengtian still felt that Lin Yi must somehow be connected to House Sun’s 

arts- were Lin Yi and Sun Jingyi connected in some way? Regardless, he had decided to give up on Sun 

Jingyi and would never think about her anymore. 

Besides, having a boss as powerful as Lin Yi, who would want Sun Jingyi? If his strength was really 

upgraded, why would he be afraid of not having a wife? 

He got even more hardworking….. 

Golden Class! 

Wu Chengtian couldn’t believe the fact that he just broke through! How long was it? Did he really 

breakthrough just like that? He spent his whole childhood on the physical arts to be a golden class 

master now but his spiritual arts didn’t even take a few hours to become golden class? Wasn’t this a 

little too fast? 

Wu Chengtian didn’t dare to believe, could he be the fastest person to breakthrough in history?! 

While he was still puzzled, he realised that he was reaching the peak of the early phase soon…. 

Peak early phase of the golden class! 

Wu Chengtian broke through again but this time he was slightly prepared, unlike the first time. It 

couldn’t be right, could it? His spiritual strength had already exceeded his physical strength? Was this 

even real? Was he dreaming? 

Middle phase of the golden class! 

Wu Chengtian finally admitted that he wasn’t dreaming…. 

Peak mid-phase of the golden class! 

Wu Chengtian went numb- things had accelerated too fast, it was too much for him to process in such a 

short period of time. He couldn’t even celebrate before he underwent another breakthrough. 

Late phase of the golden class! 

Wu Chengtian felt that his heart was going to explode soon, this type of increasing one’s strength was 

something new to him! 

Peak late phase of the golden class! 

Wu Chengtian felt like he was flying in the sky out of joy but he could no longer try to figure out what 

was happening as everything was just too unrealistic. Even if he were dreaming, it was simple too 

impossible to happen. However, he knew that it wasn’t a dream, the pain and pressure he felt during 

every breakthrough was so real. The process was painful, but it was nothing to his physical training- it 

was almost like kid’s play. 

Even if Wu Chengtian was a little arrogant at times, he was a person who could endure hardships. It was 

obvious that he had really spent a lot of effort and time and had gone through a lot of hardship to 

obtain the strength to stand where he was today. 



“Next, I’m going to turn you into a mystic class master. The pain is going to be very intense but just 

endure it for a while!” Lin Yi informed. 

This time, Lin Yi had to go on a long journey for the Fire Spirit Fruit, otherwise he would have never 

agreed to give Wu Chengtian this much strength. After all, they weren’t even close to begin with. He 

might have accepted him as a follower but normally, Lin Yi still needed more time to evaluate a person 

before giving him this much of a benefit! 

Chapter 1438: You Have to Keep Your Promise 

 

However they were in a critical moment, Lin Yi needed someone to protect Chu Mengyao, Chen Yushu 

and Tangyun- only by doing that could he guarantee their safety! 

Mystic class? Wu Chengtian was stunned by the word alone. He was already super satisfied having the 

strength of a peak late phase golden class, even at that stage, who would be able to become that strong 

in one day? At the very least, Wu Chengtian himself had never seen miracles like this but he didn’t 

become a peak late phase golden class master in one day, he became one in just a night! Making him a 

peak late phase golden class was not enough, Lin Yi still wanted him to become a mystic? 

Wu Chengtian’s body was trembling in excitement! When he begged Er Goudan to take him as his 

disciple, it was all due to the eagerness to learn. He wanted to be as strong as Er Goudan in physical arts 

but who would have thought that his strength would increase but from his spiritual arts not physical 

arts! 

Before Wu Chengtian could get ready to take in the enormous amount of pure qi to breakthrough, he 

felt the energy already flowing into his body in one explosive wave. The energy exploded and expanded 

in his body, making his body bloat up in the shape of a balloon! 

“AHH—” Wu Chengtian moaned in pain but he clenched his teeth immediately! He promised Lin Yi he 

could endure pain, he couldn’t allow Lin Yi to look down at him so he gave his best to take in the pain 

without making a single noise! 

Lin Yi knew that Wu Chengtian could settle this by himself so when he was done with his part- he left 

the room as there was nothing he could do anymore, it was all up to Wu Chengtian. Success or failure 

depended solely on Wu Chengtian’s potential and capability now! 

Having made Chen Yutian, Song Lingshan and General Weiwu into mystic class, Lin Yi wasn’t worried 

about whether Wu Chengtian could make it. As far as he was concerned, compressing the energy to 

breakthrough was manageable, at least it worked well during the peak late phase golden class. 

It was already the next morning when he finished healing and upgrading Wu Chengtian. 

Lin Yi could hear people speaking in the living room, it must be Uncle Fu and Chu Pengzhan! The Miss 

had probably updated her father about his situation, so they probably came to visit this morning. 

He pushed open the door to see Chu Pengzhan and Uncle Fu on the couch in the living room while Chu 

Mengyao and Chen Yushu were both dressed up, preparing to leave for school. 

“Uncle Chu, Uncle Fu, you guys have come,” Lin Yi nodded. 



“Lil’ Yi, we heard that you returned home safely so we came to visit,” Chu Pengzhan said, “However, 

Yaoyao said that you are leaving again very soon?” 

“Yes, I’m afraid, Uncle Chu. I’m about to go searching for the fire spirit fruit to heal Xiaoxiao’s illness,” 

Lin Yi replied. 

“How long will this journey take? The university entrance exam is around the corner, will you make it in 

time?” Chu Pengzhan asked. 

“Ugh… Uncle Chu, you don’t mean that… I’ll have to follow Yaoyao and Shu to university and keep them 

protected, do you?” Lin Yi startled. Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu would definitely go to the other city 

to attend university because there was only one university in Songshan city which was a medical 

university. Neither of them had any interests in studying medicine. 

“Yeah, you have to know that Yaoyao likes you so much. With this personality of hers, she wouldn’t 

accept other strangers so easily so I want you to get into the same university as her and continue 

protecting her!” Chu Pengzhan said. 

The Miss blushed upon his father’s words. She wanted to fight back but at the same time she didn’t…. it 

was complicated…. 

Previously, Chu Mengyao and Shu were thinking about the same thing. As unwilling as they were, they 

couldn’t stop Lin Yi from doing his own stuff. Their relationship with him would have to come to an end 

eventually. It was obvious that Lin Yi was no ordinary bodyguard and both of them knew that it’d just 

put his power to shame if they still kept him around as their bodyguard! Hence, they couldn’t 

shamelessly beg Lin Yi to protect them for his entire life, could they? 

There was a saying, ‘All good things must come to an end.’ Previously, Lin Yi had officially quit his job but 

chose to stay back because of their friendship. He didn’t have any obligation to keep them safe anymore 

nor were they employee and employer, so Chu Mengyao had already prepared her heart to let Lin Yi go 

after entering the university! 

It was not unrealistic to keep Lin Yi for her entire life. He had his own life to live, he had a girlfriend too. 

He couldn’t always bring her and Shu with him around, even when dating Tangyun, could he? What 

would that be like? Like what Shu always said, they might as well just get married to him at that point? 

Chu Mengyao was resisting in her heart but she never let herself to think that way. She told herself that 

she didn’t like Lin Yi, she was just used to having Lin Yi’s company, Shu was the one that liked Lin Yi! 

“Nice nice!” Chen Yushu clapped her hands in joy, stopping Lin Yi from speaking first. 

“This…. It’s not that good, isn’t it….. I don’t think I can make it to the university entrance exam….” Lin Yi 

pondered and said, “Besides, Yaoyao and Shu wouldn’t be staying in Songshan city for university, would 

they?” 

“This is not a problem at all. Yaoyao and Shu want to prove themselves by attending the exam, I can get 

you into the university with or without you taking the exam but you will have to enter as a self-funded 

student so the title itself isn’t very pleasing,” Chu Pengzhan continued, “If you are worried about that, 

we can get Tangyun to enter the same university too.” 



Chu Pengzhan could see through what Lin Yi was thinking. 

“Shield bro, you won’t go back your words, will you?” Chen Yushu didn’t give Lin Yi time to think and 

threw him a question. 

“Oh?” Lin Yi flinched, “When did I go back my own words?” 

“Previously, remember you promised me. Who would become the General Weiwu!” Chen Yushu 

continued. 

After listening to Chen Yushu’s question, Lin Yi remembered something that happened a while ago. He 

suddenly remembered the scene when he lost his strength and was about to leave his job…. 

“Then that’s a deal! If you can restore your strength or become greater, you’ll have to stay in the villa 

forever, accompanying me and Yaoyao sis!”  

“Deal!”  

“I want a pinky finger promise!” 

“Ha, Okay!”  

“No one will break this pinky finger promise, otherwise, he or she will become General Weiwu!”  

He remembered promising Chen Yushu to accompany them forever in the villa if his strength was ever 

restored. He even made a pinky finger promise! Lin Yi couldn’t help but smile bitterly, “Did you calculate 

this before making that deal? You knew that I could restore my strength?” 

Chapter 1439: Buy Another Villa 

 

Lin Yi had only been placating Yushu a bit back then- he didn’t expect to fully recover his strength and 

even get to breakthrough again. But, his words had become a promise, and he wasn’t one who easily 

broke his promises, especially one between friends! 

“Yes, right? I said it, didn’t I, I’m Prophet Shu!” Yushu nodded, “Then you can’t break your promise!” 

“But, we said I’d stay in the villa last time, right? You guys are going to a different place for college, and 

you wouldn’t be in the villa anymore,” Lin Yi said. 

“Villa…” Yushu thought about it, and had an idea, “When we go to a different city we can just buy a villa 

as well, right Uncle Chu?” 

Chu Pengzhan was the CEO with the big money here, so of course she looked in his direction. 

Pengzhan wanted Lin Yi to stay as well, so naturally he nodded his head, “Of course- this isn’t a problem. 

It was what I had planned anyway, otherwise when Uncle Fu and I go to visit you all where would we 

stay? You guys can stay at school during the weekdays and move back to the villa during the weekends.” 

“See, Shield Bro? We said villa back then but we didn’t say which villa, so as long as it’s a villa it’s fine, 

right Yao Yao?” Yushu looked at Yao Yao, pulling her arm. 



“How would I know about the promise you made with him?” Mengyao didn’t want to admit it, but she 

was happy in her heart- good thing Yushu was good at stuff like this! 

“Alright, since it was a promise I guess we’ll go with that,” Lin Yi smiled bitterly, “Uncle Chu, I’ll leave it 

to you then, in regards to the school- thank you.” 

“There’s no need for thanks- you’re taking care of Yao Yao and Shu, it’s really me causing you trouble 

here!” Pengzhan smiled, “Right, when are you leaving? Do you need to prepare for anything?” 

“Not really, I’ll take a look these couple of days. After I sort things out here, I’ll leave,” Lin Yi smiled, “The 

Fire Spirit fruit doesn’t have legs either, it can’t run away, so I’ll settle things here and let Wu Chentian 

protect Yao Yao and Shu.” 

“That’s good, but Wu Chentian’s strength…” Uncle Chu and Uncle Fu knew about what the man had 

done, and they trusted his loyalty as well as accepted his existence, but his strength… 

“No problem there. I’ve made his spiritual practitioner strength Mystic early class now, and he’s a 

spiritual-physical practitioner now. He’s now not that much weaker than me, he’s more than enough to 

protect Shu and Yao Yao.” 

As for Lin Yi forcefully leveling people up, Pengzhan had heard about it from Uncle Fu before, and wasn’t 

shocked. Although, turning people into Mystics specifically was new for Uncle Fu, “You can… turn people 

into Mystics now?” 

Uncle Fu had chased for higher strengths and heights in his past, but his ambition had dampened quite a 

bit. However, increasing his strength to the next level was always a good thing for the safety of 

Pengzhan and Mengyao. 

“Yes, this was something I found out back in the tomb. I tested it out on Song Lingshan and Chen Yutian 

and it’s proven to work. So if you’re free later, come to the villa and I’ll raise your strength as well!” Lin 

Yi could tell what he was thinking. 

“Alright! I’ll send the girls to school and come back!” Uncle Fu really was looking forward for this- after 

all this was something all practitioner’s wished for! 

Now that Pengzhan had seen Lin Yi, and made sure of his plans, he left with Yushu, Mengyao. Uncle Fu 

would send him to work and the girls to school. 

Lin Yi meanwhile, stayed in the villa, waiting for Chentian to breakthrough- he had to be there to provide 

protection, since he was afraid someone might come in and hurt him. He was in a state where he was 

extremely vulnerable, after all. 

He went back to the room to see Chentian pitifully crouching over naked and picking up his torn clothes. 

He looked awkward as Lin Yi walked in, “Lin Yi Boss, I accidentally destroyed my clothes when I broke 

thoguh…” 

“Ah…. That’s normal, it happens to other people too, ” Lin Yi wasn’t surprised, “Get a shirt and put it on- 

we’re both men, what are you being shy about?” 

“It’s not that… It’s just that my…. down there is a little small…” Chentian said, embarrassed, “I was afraid 

you would laugh at me…” 



“…Come to me after you get a girlfriend, I’ll fix that for you and make it bigger. Just put some clothes 

on!” Lin Yi said speechlessly. 

“Wha?! You can do that-? Thank you, Lin Yi Boss!” Chentian jumped up, even happier than when he had 

broke through, and he looked for something to wear. 

“How do you feel?” Lin Yi asked. 

“I feel really amazing! I had never expected to reach Mystic and now that I’m a spiritual-physical 

practitioner I feel like I could even fight my grandpa now!” Chentian said, “Fighting Uncle Zhu is nothing 

now!” 

“Yes, but we’ll talk about that two days later when your power stabilizes. You are now actually still just a 

Golden class early phase in terms of true strength, since your practitioner’s arts is only used to support 

your physical practitioning. It doesn’t really have offensive capabilities so you have to work by yourself 

to get your physical practitioning up!” Lin Yi said, with a full understanding of his situation. 

A spiritual-physical practitioner always had one side as the main strength and the other as the support. 

The number of people with both sides at the same level really was very small! Lin Yi never really went 

for physical practitioning because he never an art suitable one for him, so he just used spiritual 

practitioning as his main thing. 

“I understand! Don’t worry Li Yi Boss, I know my limits and will not go crazy!” Chentian nodded, “I’ll 

work hard to inprove my physical practitioning!” 
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Lin Yi nodded, “Then I won’t disturb you- you can go to the guest room to practition. Come to me when 

your physical strength is Mystic early phase as well!” 

“That’s-! ..Yes!!” Chentian gritted his teeth. He thought that it would be too hard, but thinking about 

how Lin Yi had managed to turn an ordinary physical practitioner into a Mystic spiritual one, he realized 

that that was also very hard as well. Although at the time it seemed easy, one wouldn’t be able to tell 

just how much Lin Yi had give up for this to happen! 

He felt that, forcefully strengthening someone up like this wasn’t as simple as it seemed. Lin Yi hadn’t 

said anything, but it must have been some serious ordeal, and so he had complete gratitude towards 

him. He also promised himself that he had to work hard and not waste what Lin Yi had given him! 

“Go then,” Lin Yi nodded- he had some nice feelings about Chnetian now- the guy was filled with 

positive energy, and he was quite satisfied with him… 

While Chentian practitioned, a black SUV parked in front of the Floating Cloud bar, and the first one to 

come down was Qibing- yes, he was walking out! 

He didn’t need the wheelchair anymore and he could walk by himself! 



Qibing left the car and stood beside it, respectfully waiting for Elder Bi to come down before 

straightening his body, “Master, I realized that it is so amazing that I get to walk again, it’s great to be 

free of the wheelchair! I didn’t think that you would be such a master of medicine as well, Master!!” 

Qibing’s legs were naturally healed by Elder bi- he was a late phase peak Earth class practitioner, but he 

was also someone who practiced medicine, and had even been the private healer of Old Zhao. There 

were other healers in House Zhao, like Yao Wang, and so Elder Bi only tended to the head of the house, 

and no one else! 

Qibing was now his disciple, so naturally he would heal him. 

“Haha, don’t worry, I will teach you all this in due time!” Elder Bi knew that Qibing was just kissing his 

ass, but he didn’t mind at all- after all, he was someone that would like the things others did as long as 

he liked him in the first place, while someone he didn’t like would never be able to please him no matter 

what they did! 

“Thank you, Master! I will work hard!” Qibign said quickly. 

Qibing had come this time to send medicine to Uncle Zhu, but also had the goal of showing off his status 

as Elder Bi’s disciple- this was practically the same as being the heir of the house! Qibing was using this 

method to hint to Cihua and Uncle Zhu tell to Elder Zhu that Qibing was now soaring through the ranks 

and convicting everyone willingly following him! 

Qibing was also preparing his future path- after all, it was an important thing for these people to support 

him wholeheartedly! These people may not seem like a powerful force, but they were all the future core 

members of his party! With these people here, more and more people would become his followers until 

the time he bemcame the head of House Zhao! 

Naturally, Qibing wouldn’t say that to Elder Bi- what he told him was that he was worried about Uncle 

Zhu’s injuries, and wanted to get the medicine to him immediately- but he was also worried that 

something would happen as he transported the pill, since the meridian opening pill was a very valuable 

item, after all. 

And so, Elder Bi came down with him. 

And he hadn’t thought that Qibing was using this chance for ulterior motives too- all he had been 

thinking was that Qibing was a very loyal man to his followers, with a great heart! He felt that he had 

really chosen the right person as his disciple! 

This was a man with a bright future- if he became the heir, he would be kind and generous to his entire 

house! 

The bar wasn’t open yet, and waiters were there, preparing and cleaning the place. When Qibing went 

in, the waiters were all stunned in silence! 

The boss usually always sat in a wheelchair, why was he walking now? But they didn’t ask anything, 

since they knew it was a taboo topic that people usually avoided. 

“Boss, you’re back!” The waiters all greeted him. 



Inside the inner room was Su Jiaonang, who had heard the commotion. He walked out with Cihua, and 

since there was nobody in the club yet any sound that was made was especially crisp. 

“Master Bing, you’re back! Your legs…” Cihua couldn’t help but be shocked. 

“Naturally, my Master healed them!” Qibing smiled, “Cihua, this is my Master Elder Bi, greet him!” 

“Yes!” Cihua was shocked- he was Qibing’s man, and he obviously knew some things regarding the 

hidden house Zhao. He had heard of Elder Bi- this was the closest aide of House Zhao’s old man! He was 

pretty much one of the top tier people of that place, and if he took Qibing as his student, didn’t this 

mean that Qibing was now a potential heir!? 

Cihua didn’t dare imagine any further! When he first followed Qibing he wasn’t too willing, since he felt 

that he would only be sent to the Zhao house to help with some other tasks after he was recognized. He 

didn’t think that a bastard could achieve anything much- but now it was really happening! Qibing was 

flying!! 

“It is an honor, Elder Bi!” Cihua said respectfully. 

At this time, Yao Wang came walking out as well- they had heard of Elder Bi’s coming, and since they 

were from the Zhao house, they were also managed by Elder Bi. Of course they had to give their 

greetings! 

Especially Yao Wang- he was clear about Elder Bi’s medical power, and knew that he was the head 

doctor in the house! 

“It is an honor, Elder Bi!” Uncle Zhu and Yao Wang walked out respectfully. 

“Lil’ Zhu, look at the young master you’ve been following all this time, he really is a loyal and kind man 

to his followers!” Elder Bi was now the mentor of Qibing, so naturally he would help him out here with 

his circle of followers, “You know what Qibing said when the head of the house asked what he wanted 

for such a huge contribution?” 

“I don’t know, sir…” Uncle Zhu froze- he didn’t think that Elder Bi would treat Qibing with such love, 

talking about him like this- after all, there were plenty of young ones who wanted to be on good terms 

with this man but had no chances at all! 

 


